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Introduction
Glow Discharge Mass Spectrometry
(GDMS) is one of the most powerful
solid state analytical methods for the
direct determination of traces, impurities and depth profiling of solids.1–5
Glow discharge mass spectrometers,
which are commercially available with
fast and sensitive electrical ion detection, allow direct trace elemental determination in solid materials with good
sensitivity and precision in the concentration range lower than ng g–1.6
The glow discharge is a low energy
plasma (Figure 1) created by inserting
two electrodes in a cell filled with gas at
a low pressure (0.1–1 Torr). For analytical applications, argon is most commonly used. When a potential difference of the order of 1 kV is established
between the two electrodes, “gas breakdown” happens, i.e. the gas is split up
into positive ions and electrons resulting
in the formation of plasma. The Ar+
ions formed in the glow discharge are
accelerated toward the sample cathode
and the sample material is sputtered at
the cathode surface by ion bombardment. Sputtered atoms and molecules
are ionised in the glow discharge plasma
(negative glow) by Penning and/or

electron impact ionisation and charge
exchanges processes. A mathematical
model of processes in a direct current
glow discharge has been developed by
Bogaerts and Gijbels.7 The positivelycharged ions formed in the argon plasma of the glow discharge source are
extracted and accelerated into the mass
spectrometer, where the ion beams are
separated according to their mass-tocharge and energy-to-charge ratio. The
separated ions are electrically detected
by a photomultiplier or channeltron
detector.
The glow discharge ion source has
been interfaced to most of the standard
mass spectrometer types. The first commercially-available GDMS instrument
used a double focusing magnetic sector
mass analysis system, permitting the
acquisition of high-resolution spectra
with high sensitivity.8 Quadrupole mass
spectrometers are typically more compact and less expensive than magnetic
sectors. As a consequence, quadrupoles
have been employed for fundamental
and
development
research
of
GDMS,9,10 finally resulting in the commercial availability of a quadrupole
GDMS system.11 Promising results have
also been obtained from the coupling of
glow discharge ion trap mass spectro-

Figure 1. Schematic picture of the main processes occurring in a glow
discharge.
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metric sytems,12 double and triple
quadrupole instruments,13 time-offlight mass spectrometers14 and Fourier
transform mass spectrometers.15,16
However, the commercially-available
GD mass spectrometers presently only
employ double-focusing and quadrupole-based mass spectrometers.
GDMS has found extensive application for multi-elemental determination
in high-purity metallic and semiconducting bulk samples.17–19 Direct solid
mass spectrometry techniques have
major advantages with respect to sample
preparation: few sample preparation
steps are required, and the risk of contamination is significantly lower.
Quantification of the analytical signal in
solid mass spectrometry may be difficult, especially if no suitable standard
reference material with the same matrix
is available. However, GDMS is relatively free from matrix effects due to
the separation of atomisation and ionisation phenomena in time and space
during the sputtering of the sample.
Screening data can be obtained by
GDMS even when reference materials
are not available. A simple comparison
of the element signal intensity of the
analyte with the element sensitivity of a
reference element, defined as the ratio
between the signal intensity and the
elemental concentration, results in an
accuracy of about 30%.20
One of the main challenges for glow
discharge spectroscopy to overcome is
the intrinsic requirement of the sample
to
be
electrically
conducting.
Nevertheless, non-conducting solid
samples can be directly analysed by
using a radio frequency powered
source,21 with direct current device
plasma using the secondary cathode
technique22,23 or by mixing the sample
with a conducting host.24,25 When a
secondary cathode with a circular orifice in its centre is employed, it is placed
on top of the analytical specimen. Upon
initiation of the discharge, the sputtering process is naturally concentrated in
the inner edge of the conductive electrode, and a metallic layer is eventually
produced on the sample surface. This
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electrically-conductive layer promotes
sputtering of the sample, and the continuous deposition of the metallic layer
allows extended plasma operation. This
approach is limited by the geometry of
the sample. It tends to be complex in
terms of the optimisation of the discharge conditions in order to balance
sputtering of the sample and of the secondary cathode. The application of a
conducting binder that is mixed with
the non-conducting powdered sample
before the pressing of the homogenous
mixture to an electrode is very common. The physical nature of the sample
can affect the efficiency with which the
mixture can be ground to a size fine
enough to ensure a stable sample disk
and plasma. Both techniques for the
analysis of non-conductors by dc
GDMS may present additional disadvantages. The formation of new disturbing molecular ions (argides, oxides
from the secondary cathode or binder
material) in mass spectra can be
observed. The detection limits increase
due to the dilution of the powdered
sample with the conductor binder or
due to the secondary cathode material
(contributing to the blank). The preparation of the mixed electrode requires a
grinding step, which could cause contamination. Other problems arise from
trapping water vapour and atmospheric
gases in the sample during the compaction process. In order to avoid these
difficulties, radio frequency powered
GD sources were introduced for the
direct analysis of non-conductors.26–28
Despite extensive research performed in
this field,1,2,26–32 it must be pointed out
that no commercial source exists for a
complete rf-GDMS system, even if rf
devices have been sampled by a very
wide range of mass analyser types.
Among these, single quadrupole,28,33
ion trap,33 Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR),34 timeof-flight35 and double focusing instruments36,37 are worthy of mention.
As a surface analytical technique,
GDMS can be used for the determination of element concentration as a function of sputtered depth. However,
depth profile of thin layers using
GDMS has had a subordinated role
compared with GD-OES (GD-Optical
Emission Spectrometry). In fact, to date
most depth profile work has been carried out with optical emission instruments. The major reason for this is
probably the fact that commercial
GDMS devices are slow and cumbersome to operate compared with GDOES instruments.38 However, a substantial amount of depth profile analysis
has also been carried out using GDMS.
With the development of a faster
GDMS such as the one recently devel-
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oped by Dorka et al., GDMS should be
used more frequently for depth profiling39 in the future.
In the field of nuclear research and
technology the chemical characterisation of different types of nuclear fuels,
cladding materials, nuclear-waste glasses
and smuggled nuclear samples, from the
point of view of trace, major and minor
elements as well as their isotopic composition, is of great importance. These
materials can be analysed using several
techniques based on nuclear and nonnuclear methods that can be, to a varying degree, tedious and time consuming. In the last year, non-nuclear methods based on MS have become predominant for the characterisation of
samples of nuclear concern. The application of ICP-MS has been widely
investigated40–43 for fission products and
actinide determination as well as thermal ionisation MS (TIMS) for the routine analysis of isotopes in liquid samples.44 GDMS has also been used for the
chemical characterisation of nuclear
samples.45–48 In these applications,
GDMS provides information on the
chemical composition much faster than
other techniques, making it possible to
modify fuel production procedures and
reactor conditions or to quickly recognise smuggled materials. The advantages
of GDMS are low limits of detection,
uniform element sensitivity and capability to measure all elements and even
isotopes.

Instrumentation
For handling nuclear materials, difficulties arising from the radioactive
nature of samples have to be overcome.
The operator has to be protected from
the radioactive material, which means
that the use of glove-boxes is necessary.
In addition, in order to avoid contamination of the working area, the analytical instrument has to be modified so
that containment is assured and no
radioactive material leaks either into the
laboratory or into the environment.
Complete instruments cannot be introduced into a glove-box because electronics are very sensitive to radiation,
only the sampling stage takes place
inside. Only a GD mass spectrometer
(VG9000, Thermo Elemental) has been
integrated in a glove-box for the characterisation of nuclear material.45 The
glove-box encloses the ion source
chamber, the interlock and the associated pumped system. In Figure 2, a
schematic diagram of the installation of
the GD source housing in the frame of
the glove-box is given. The installation
of the VG 9000 GDMS into the glovebox is described in detail by Betti et al.45
Spectroscopy Europe 15/3 (2003)
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the installation of a GDMS in a glove box.60

Applications for
nuclear samples

ducting and non-conducting samples of
nuclear concern characterised by a dc
GDMS are discussed below.

In our laboratory, a great deal of
experience has been acquired in the use
of GDMS for the chemical and isotopic
characterisation of samples of nuclear
concern. Plutonium and uranium oxide
specimens, mixed uranium and plutonium oxide (MOX) and metallic fuels,
simulated high burn-up nuclear fuels
(simfuel), Zircaloy cladding materials,
nuclear-waste glasses and smuggled
nuclear materials have been investigated
using GDMS. Some examples of con-

Non-conducting nuclear
samples
Two different approaches have been
used for the analysis of non-conducting
samples. For flat samples, a secondary
cathode is placed directly in the front of
the sample. The second approach, for
powdered samples, consists in mixing a
pure conductive host matrix, namely
pure silver with tantalum or titanium in
a ratio of 1 : 3. In Table 1, a list of the

Table 1. Non-conducting oxide-based samples. Composition given in
% m/m for each component.48
Sample

Oxygen

Uranium

Plutonium

Cerium

Neptunium

U3O8

15.2

84.8

—

—

—

UO2

11.8

88.2

—

—

—

PuO2

11.8

—

88.2

—

—

(U,Pu)O2

11.8

49.3

38.9

—

—

(U,Pu)O2

14.9

61.8

23.3

—

—

(U,Pu)O2

13.8

73.8

12.4

—

—

(U,Pu)O2

13.2

82.3

4.5

—

—

(Pu,Ce)O2

17.9

—

35

45

—

(U,Pu,Np)O2

13.8

46.1

35

—

4.1
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Figure 3. U+ : UO+ and Pu+ : PuO+
intensity ratios from oxide-based
nuclear samples obtained with
different binder materials and a
tantalum secondary cathode; m/z
values measured were 238, 254,
239, 255.48

oxide-based nuclear fuels analysed as for
trace elements is given. The percentage
of oxygen ranges from about 12 to 18%
m/m. Oxygen, as a major matrix element, causes severe problems due to its
release from the oxide during discharge
processes. Once released into the GD
plasma, it influences the analytical signal
by quenching excitation and ionisation
agents.49 Moreover, in GDMS problems also arise from the presence of
polyatomic oxides that create spectral
interferences and give lower analytical
sensitivity. “Getter metals” such as titanium or tantalum bond strongly with
oxygen and reduce its availability to
Spectroscopy Europe 15/3 (2003)
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form oxides with the analytes or to
quench metastable argon atoms.
In Figure 3, the ratios U+ : UO+ and
Pu+ : PuO+ obtained with different
binder materials are shown. Titanium
and tantalum bind the oxygen stronger
than silver, fewer UO+ and PuO+ ions
are formed in the case of silver. The
Relative Sensitivity Factors, RSFs, for
the three binders for some selected
trace elements of nuclear interest such
as boron, lithium, cadmium and gallium are presented in Table 2. RSFs

depend on the host matrix and in the
case of silver higher RFS are obtained.
This can be explained by the fact that
the oxygen in the plasma is not gettered by the silver and also by the fact
that a large quantity of the uranium and
plutonium in the plasma are oxide
species. This reduces the number of
metal ions in the plasma available for
ionisation.
For a secondary cathode, tantalum
was chosen, and it was found that its
property as a getter for oxygen is also an

advantage. Indeed, it was found that the
U+ : UO+ and Pu+ : PuO+ ratios obtained with a tantalum secondary cathode are of the same order of magnitude
as those obtained with tantalum and
titanium binders (Figure 3). The main
result of the investigation is that for several elements, the RSFs were found to
depend on the oxygen content in the
sample (Figure 4). Therefore, a specific
matrix reference sample for the quantitative analysis of oxygen containing
samples is necessary.48

Table 2. RSF values for uranium and plutonium dioxide using different metals as host matrices and secondary cathode.48
Host matrix
Ag

Secondary cathode

Ti

Ta

Ta

UO2

PuO2

UO2

PuO2

UO2

PuO2

UO2

PuO2

11

B

1.25 ± 0.30

1.33 ± 0.25

0.98 ± 0.20

1.04 ± 0.30

0.97 ± 0.20

1.05 ± 0.20

0.98 ± 0.30

0.98 ± 0.28

7Li

2.01 ± 0.23

1.98 ± 0.30

1.12 ± 0.13

1.08 ± 0.20

1.15 ± 0.28

1.12 ± 0.25

1.13 ± 0.20

1.10 ± 0.20

114Cd

1.97 ± 0.30

2.00 ± 0.28

0.87 ± 0.20

0.90 ± 0.25

0.90 ± 0.28

0.88 ± 0.25

0.90 ± 0.25

0.93 ± 0.28

69Ga

1.58 ± 0.15

1.63 ± 0.13

0.95 ± 0.10

0.98 ± 0.12

0.95 ± 0.12

0.95 ± 0.13

0.98 ± 0.10

1.02 ± 0.10
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Figure 4. RSF values of some trace elements in uranium and plutonium dioxide samples as function of oxygen content. Measurements
performed using a tantalum secondary cathode.48

Materials for nuclear reactor fuel
preparation need to be characterised for

both the isotopic composition of the
major elements and the concentration

of trace elements. The acceptable levels
of impurities in fresh nuclear fuels vary
according to the characteristics of the
reactor. In order to monitor contaminations during the fabrication process, the
determination of the trace elements
should be performed in the starting
material as well as in the final pellets of
fresh fuels. For these measurements,
analytical methods with proven reliability, accuracy and precision are necessary. Among currently available techniques, dc GDMS and quadrupole ICPMS have been used successfully.50 In
Table 3, the results obtained analysing a
uranium oxide reference sample
(Morille, CEA, France) using standard
and matched-matrix RSFs are reported.
To obtain results with the highest possible accuracy, matrix-specified RSFs
values are required. The data presented
in Table 3 demonstrate the high stability of the discharge when using the sec-

Table 3. GDMS quantitative analysis of Morille uranium oxide reference sample based on matrix-specific and
standard RSF.50
Element
Ag
Al
Ba
Ba
Bea
Bi
Caa
Cd
Co
Cr
Cu
Dy
Eu
Fe
Gd
In
Mg
Mn
Mo
Ni
Pb
Sia
Sm
Sn
Th
Ti
V
W
Zn
Zr
*Bias

Certified value
(µg g–1)

Matrix-specific RSF
(µg g–1)

Bias (%)

RSD (%)
n=6

Standard RSF
(µg g–1)

Bias (%)

Detection limit
(µg g–1)

10.4 ± 1.6
99 ± 6
3.8 ± 1.6
9.6 ± 0.4
5.4 ± 0.6
24.4 ± 1.9
93 ± 8
4.9 ± 0.7
9.8 ± 2
99 ± 2
50.2 ± 1
0.5 ± 0.06
0.52 ± 0.03
211.6 ± 6.5
0.56 ± 0.06
9.4 ± 1
19.3 ± 1.5
24.5 ± 0.5
147 ± 5
147 ± 3
101 ± 3
100 ± 8
0.5 ± 0.12
18.5 ± 5.6
6.2 ± 0.8
49.2 ± 2.6
48.7 ± 2.8
100 ± 9
98.6 ± 5.5
59.9 ± 4.1

10.2 ± 1.3
87 ± 5
3.5 ± 1.5
b
3.8 ± 0.4
20.9 ± 1.7
94 ± 9
5 ± 0.4
11.1 ± 0.8
102 ± 5
52.1 ± 3.3
c
c
207.2 ± 10.8
c
10.4 ± 0.5
19.4 ± 1.6
29.3 ± 1.1
144 ± 9
142 ± 4
103 ± 9
93 ± 6
c
20.8 ± 3
b
48.6 ± 8
47 ± 2
106 ± 11
102 ± 10
64 ± 7

1.9
12.1
7.9

12.1
5.5
40.8

10.8
11.9
35.5
–18.8

29.6
14.3
–1.1
–2
–13.3
–3
–3.8

10
7.7
9.1
7.6
6.9
4.7
6

9.3 ± 2.3
87 ± 3
2.5 ± 0.8
11.4 ± 0.3
b
41 ± 3
95.8 ± 4.2
3.4 ± 1
9.5 ± 0.3
94 ± 11
63 ± 7

4.7
–25.6

2.1

5

313 ± 22

–47.9

–10.6
–0.5
–19.6
2
3.4
–2

4.6
7.9
3.6
6
2.7
8.3
6.1

8.1 ± 0.3
12.2 ± 1
30 ± 1
175 ± 11
143 ± 25
111 ± 7
245 ± 11

14.3
36.8
–22.4
–19
2.7
–9.9
–145

–12.4

13.7

15.3 ± 4.6

17.3

1.2
3.5
–6
–3.4
–6.8

15.7
4.1
9.9
9.3
10.4

b
50 ± 1
95 ± 3
148 ± 8
b

–2.6
4.8
–50

0.1
0.5
0.2
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.5
1.3
1.9
0.6
0.7
0.5
2.4
0.9
1.0
0.1
1.4
0.9
6.2
0.4
0.1
0.9
0.4
0.4
1.4
0.7
2.1
0.8
0.9

–68
30.6

(%) = (certified value – GDMS value) × 100 / certified value. a: Possible interferences: 9Be: 36Ar4+;

10,11B: 40Ar4+H, 40Ar4+;

40,41,42,43,44Ca: 40Ar+, 40ArH+, 12C14N16O+, 12C16O +; 28,29,30Si: 56Fe2+, 27AlH+, 14N2+, 12C14N, 12C16OH+, 14N16O+;
2

b: not deter-

mined; c: below detection limit
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ondary cathode technique for the analysis of uranium oxide samples. Typical
precisions in the order of 10% RSD or
better can be obtained. For elements
with concentrations of 5–10 µg g–1, an
analytical precision higher than 10%
RSD was obtained. Using matrix specific RSFs, an accuracy of 5% was generally obtained.
In GDMS, detection limits, in the
absence of any interference, are calculated from signals equalling three times
the noise of the background signal. For
uranium and plutonium oxides analysed
with the secondary cathode technique,
detection limits for several trace elements are at the low µg g–1 level, as
shown in Table 3, when using an integration time of 120 ms per isotope. As
can be seen from this table, the detection limits for Fe, Cu, Ni, Mo, Ti, W
and Zr are higher because the blank
contribution of these elements stemming from the tantalum mask has to be
taken into account.
Plutonium oxide standards are not
commercially available and one
approach for the determination of bias
is to apply different analytical techniques. The analysis of uranium and
plutonium dioxides, using tantalum as
secondary cathode, has shown that the
RSF values are very similar in both
matrices.48 This fact indicates that accurate GDMS results can be obtained
using RSF values from a matrix of similar composition. The results for the Pu
samples were obtained by using RSF
values derived for a uranium oxide
matrix. This confirms that both U

Spectroscopy Europe 15/3 (2003)

oxide and Pu oxide matrices have the
same behaviour in a glow discharge
source. The quantitative analysis by
ICP-MS was performed by using a
multi-standard addition in order to
obtain the most accurate and precise
results possible. In Table 4, the results
obtained by GDMS and ICP-MS in the
analysis of a plutonium oxide specimen
are shown. As can be seen, good agreement exists between the results
obtained by both techniques.50

Isotopic composition for
nuclear samples
In nuclear technology and generally
in nuclear research, the precise and
accurate measurement of isotope ratios
is of great interest. The widely accepted
method for their determination is
TIMS. In this method, the sample must
be dissolved and chemical separation of
the analyte of interest is required before
the analysis. GDMS has also been
exploited for the determination of the
isotopic composition in samples of
nuclear concern.51 By comparison with
TIMS, GDMS has turned out to be a
competitive technique for the determination of the isotopic abundance of B
and Li, as well as U, in terms of precision and accuracy. GDMS has the
advantage of reduced handling of the
sample before the analysis. For the
determination of the isotopic composition of Pu, corrections for 238U and
241Am are necessary.

Radioisotopes
traces in environmental samples
The movement of radionuclides in
the environment has been studied for
many years, with the principle objective
of tracing the routes by which they
accumulate in the food chain and
become available for human consumption. The explosions in Reactor No. 4
of the nuclear power station of
Chernobyl provide a point source for
distribution of radionuclides and a
unique opportunity to trace the mechanisms by which they are distributed.
GDMS has been exploited for the
determination of traces of uranium in
soil samples.52 Caesium, strontium, plutonium, uranium and thorium in soils,
sediments and vegetation have also been
investigated.53 More recently, dc
GDMS has been exploited for the
determination of 237Np in Irish Sea sediments.54
The method applied for the analysis
of non-conducting samples, using a secondary cathode, has also been employed
for environmental samples. According
to this method, the samples (soils, vegetation and sediments) need to be
pressed into disc shaped electrodes.
Discs obtained without blending with
silver powder were found to be too
fragile. Therefore, 5% of silver powder
was added to the samples. This concentration was the minimum amount necessary to obtain stable disc electrodes
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Table 4. Mean concentration (mg kg–1 PuO2) and intervals of confidence, IC, (%) referring to the 95% confidence level (n = 25).50
Element/isotope

Na
Mg
Al
Fe
234U
235
U
236
U
237
Np

GDMS
mg kg–1

IC (%)

mg kg–1

IC (%)

1.32
0.70
3.88
0.91
19.80
638.00
170.00
122.00

22.0
68.6
13.4
73.6
1.0
1.1
1.8
1.6

0.99
1.06
3.73
1.75
19.40
637.00
171.00
111.00

36.2
42.4
6.5
54.3
44.4
1.2
4.9
7.6

without too much dilution. Stable discharge was obtained using a tantalum
secondary cathode during the analysis.
The combination of the use of blending
material and a secondary cathode has
been used for all environmental types of
samples mentioned above.
As for the determination of elements
and radioisotopes, at the trace level the
sensitivity is an important parameter.
The procedures based on GDMS are
mainly affected by interferences arising
from the sample matrix, the blending
material and the discharge gas.
Interferences from the matrix and discharge gas can be eliminated by using a
high mass resolution. This normally
results in a decrease of sensitivity, and
hence is not suitable for trace element
determinations. The blending material
(the so-called conductive host matrix)
can be chosen according to the specific
sample requirements, or the latter can
be neglected.
For example, in the analysis of traces
of Th, the addition of silver can be a
necessity. Silver produces a spectral
interference due to the formation of
107Ag109Ag16O+, and a mass resolution
of at least 1000 is necessary to separate
the peak of this species from the Th
peak. With the uranium isotopes, silver
does not produce any interferences.
Tantalum, however, gives rise to the
formation of 180Ta40Ar16O+ and
181Ta40Ar16O+. These two polyatomic
ions interfere with 235U+ and 236U+.
When working at a mass resolution of
300, 180Ta40Ar16O+ can be resolved
from those of 235U+ as well as
181Ta40Ar16O+ from 236U+. For the separation of signal from 180Ta40Ar16O+
and 236U+, respectively, a mass resolution of 1700 is necessary. The determination of 236U is of great importance
because this isotope indicates the presence of irradiated uranium in the sample. For 236U, detection limits in the
pg g–1 range or even less often are
requested. They can be obtained by the
use of a secondary cathode consisting of
gold. In the case of 237Np determina-
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tion, the most important interference is
due to the formation of 181Ta40Ar16O+
at mass 236.9069, and a resolution of at
least 1700 is necessary to separate this
from the 237Np peak at mass 237.0482.
In Figure 5, the GD mass spectrum for
237Np and 181Ta40Ar16O+ in a NIST
Peruvian 237Np doped soil at a working
mass resolution of 5500 is shown.

Depth profiling of ZrO2
layers deposited on Zircaloy
nuclear fuel cladding material
36% of the electrical energy produced in Europe comes from nuclear
power plants.55 The major issues are the
competitiveness of nuclear energy compared with other energy sources, the
safety of nuclear reactors and the management of nuclear waste. The actual
trend is to increase the burn-up of the
nuclear fuel for economic reasons and
to reduce the production of waste. One
of the major effects encountered is the

corrosion of the Zircaloy cladding used
for containment of the fuel pellets.
In pressurised water reactors (PWR),
the lithium hydroxide added to the primary coolant as alkaliser, in concentrations varying between 2 and 4 µg g–1
depending on the number of the reactor cycles,56 may increase the oxidation
rate of the Zircaloy.57 In addition, boric
acid is introduced at a concentration
level of 1000 µg g–1 of boron in the
cooling water of western PWR to control the core reactivity at the beginning
of each reactor cycle. It has been found
that this additive has a retarding effect
on the formation of the ZrO2 corrosion
layer.58 In order to evaluate the influence of different additives on the corrosion induced by the lithium it is necessary to study their incorporation in the
layer of ZrO2 formed during reactor
operation.
GDMS has also been used for the
study of the mechanisms of corrosion of
Zircaloy cladding of nuclear fuels, measuring the diffusion of the impurities in
ZrO2 layers by depth profiling.59 It has
been found that the use of a secondary
cathode is essential. As shown in Figure
6(a), representing a depth profile for zirconium oxide layer deposited on aluminium, an anomalous peak of zirconium appears centred at about 600s in the
metal/oxide interface. This behaviour
was found to be due to instability of the
plasma arising from the change in electrical conductivity of the system when
passing from the insulating nature of the
oxide layer to the conductive oxide/
metal interface. This problem was overcome by applying a secondary cathode.
In Figure 6(b), three well-defined zones
are shown to be present: the oxide layer

Figure 5. GD mass spectrum for 237Np in a NIST Peruvian doped soil.
237Np concentration is 2 ng g–1 at a mass resolution of 5500. Integration
time is 4.5 s.53
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other pH buffer could also produce the
same beneficial effect on the oxide
growth.

Conclusions
GD-based techniques have been
shown to be of great use for bulk and
depth profiling measurements in the
case of conductive as well as non-conductive samples, with an unrivalled
flexibility of applications. In particular,
GDMS has been successfully applied to
the characterisation of samples of
nuclear concern. Its “non-destructive”
nature and the fast sample preparation
make the technique very attractive for
the characterisation of radioactive samples. Moreover, major, minor and trace
elements can be determined in the same
analysis. GDMS has been demonstrated
to be competitive with TIMS for determination of the isotopic compositions
of matrix elements. The method can
also be used for the determination of
traces of radioisotopes in environmental
matrices, exploiting the technique of
the secondary cathode. Mechanisms of
the diffusion of trace elements can be
followed by depth profiling analysis.

Figure 6. (a) GDMS depth profile of a thin layer of ZrO2 deposited on
Al.59 (b) GDMS depth profile for the major elements and lithium of a
thin layer of ZrO2 deposited on silicon and doped with lithium.59
(0–1100 s), the metal oxide interface
(1100–1700 s) and the metallic support
(1700–3000 s). The profile for lithium
was also registered. Figure 6(b) shows
that a fairly constant concentration of Li
is found in the oxide layer, then it
decreases in the interface zone and goes
down to zero in the metallic phase.
By GDMS depth profiling, the effect
of B on Li diffusion has been also studied. The influence of boron solution
additions considerably reduces the oxidation of Zircaloy provoked by lithium.59 The large reduction of the sample
weight gain has now been corroborated
with the depth profiles obtained by
GDMS. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) compare
the profiles of lithium incorporated in
the oxide layer after 7 days of reaction
in autoclave with 1000 mg kg–1 of Li
and 1000 mg kg–1 of Li + 1000 mg kg–1
of B, respectively. The depth profiles
show a reduction of lithium uptake of
one order of magnitude during corrosion in presence of boron. An interesting property noted for boron is that this
element does not penetrate in the oxide
layer, as is evident from Figure 7(b).
This indicates an external protective
effect, e.g. poisoning of adsorption sites
or formation of a thin protective overlayer on the surface. The possible
Spectroscopy Europe 15/3 (2003)

buffering effect of the boric acid controlling the pH of the solution seems
less probable for the simple fact that any
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